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Numerous industry commentators have expressed skepticism and concern regarding the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC’s) interpretation of what constitutes market manipulation.1 Some have also challenged FERC’s procedural tactics.2 Although FERC has to date disagreed with most of these criticisms,3 this article recommends that FERC consider whether certain reforms would achieve a better balance between vigorous enforcement and fair treatment of those being prosecuted.

Broad interpretations of the substantive standards and narrow interpretations of defendants’ procedural rights may have negative unintended consequences.

The current combination of broad interpretations of the substantive standards and narrow interpretations of defendants’ procedural rights may have negative unintended consequences. First, this approach may cause a significant reduction in market participation, thereby harming liquidity. Second, the approach fosters industry distrust of FERC that could hamper its overall effectiveness.

Although FERC must continue to investigate and prosecute manipulative conduct, there are certain basic measures that may help FERC strike a better balance and thus ensure it is perceived as fair both as a regulator and an enforcer.

FERC’S CATCH-ALL ANTI-MANIPULATION RULE

FERC’s primary purpose with respect to regulated markets is—and always has been—to promote just and reasonable rates.4 It is therefore obvious that FERC can and should attempt to prevent and prosecute manipulative conduct because such conduct—by definition—is intended to distort price signals. Historically, FERC has only possessed nominal authority to prevent manipulation and “few remedies to address misconduct by market participants.”5 However, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005) dramatically changed the legal landscape by substantially increasing FERC’s authority over market manipulation.6

In addition to expanding FERC’s substantive authority, EPAct 2005 also increased FERC’s remedial authority by raising the maximum civil penalty that FERC could assess from $11,000 per day under the Federal Power Act and $5,500 per day under the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 to $1 million per violation per day.7 In 2006, pursuant to its expanded authority, FERC finalized its Anti-Manipulation Rule, Order No. 670. In doing so, FERC broadly interpreted its authority by adopting expansive definitions of both substantive requirements of its Anti-Manipulation Rule: fraud and intent.8 As FERC has noted in justifying this approach:

Both the breadth of Congress’ authorization to the Commission and the breadth of the Anti-Manipulation Rule itself are a response to what courts have long recognized:
dural positions is its interpretation of the appropriate judicial procedures under Section 31(d) (3) of the Federal Power Act (FPA)\textsuperscript{15}. FERC has recently taken the position that investigative targets that opt for review \textit{de novo} (anew) of law and fact in federal district court pursuant to FPA Section 31(d)(3) are not entitled to a full trial on the merits—as they would be before an administrative law judge—but instead only entitled to judicial review analogous to that provided under the Administrative Procedures Act.\textsuperscript{16} This interpretation is still subject to judicial review, and it stands in stark contrast to FERC’s prior statements suggesting that the procedures pursuant to FPA Section 31(d)(3) are parallel to those before an administrative law judge and that defendants who elect for such district court proceedings are entitled to a full trial on the merits.\textsuperscript{17}

Regardless of the merits, FERC’s shift in position in the context of ongoing litigation is troubling.\textsuperscript{18}

NEGATIVE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

The combination of FERC’s sweeping substantive definition of manipulative conduct and FERC’s limited interpretation of the appropriate judicial procedures under FPA Section 31(d)(3) can create negative unintended consequences.

First and foremost, FERC’s efforts to deter manipulative conduct may be \textit{too} effective, as they may discourage not just manipulative conduct but also overall market participation. This could result in a substantial reduction in market liquidity. As industry observers have noted, recent regulatory changes have substantially increased the costs associated with energy trading.\textsuperscript{19} Such costs are certainly in part the result of FERC’s aggressive approach and uncertain standards.\textsuperscript{20} The potential for reduced participation does not appear to be a mere theoretical risk. Indeed, a number of large market participants have already left the market after finding themselves the target of FERC investigations.\textsuperscript{21} Moreover, available data has indicated significant reductions in at least some markets.\textsuperscript{22} Among other things, reduced market participation could reduce market liquidity and increase volatility.

Second, FERC’s enforcement policies can foster industry distrust of FERC. FERC certainly has the power to compel industry cooperation and action. But as is the case with any regulatory
provide some hypothetical examples of borderline conduct that does and does not cross the line.

FERC could also consider establishing safe harbors for some common forms of conduct to provide greater certainty regarding the substantive standards. In the context of related-positions cases, FERC could consider adopting numerical and clearly enumerated leverage thresholds that make clear that trading of related positions will not be deemed manipulative if it falls within certain limits. FERC’s current position that trading must be independently profit-seeking is overly subjective and risks punishing otherwise legitimate—albeit ineffective or unwise—trading as it may encourage the assumption of intent through hindsight based on profitability.

Unchecked, this standard risks prosecuting or at least wasting resources investigating merely ineffective as opposed to manipulative trading. However, leverage is one common element of related-positions cases that can be enumerated and thus may provide some objective measure. The manipulation of related positions is not theoretically profitable without leverage.

Accordingly, adopting specific leverage ratio safe harbors may both (1) discourage market participants from taking positions that incentivize manipulative conduct and (2) provide some market certainty. Such a safe-harbor program may be particularly effective if combined with stronger position reporting requirements, thus allowing FERC to better monitor for truly manipulative conduct. In fact, the safe harbor could be contingent on requiring market participants to confidentially report their positions, thus offering an incentive for voluntary reporting. While market participants can obviously still exceed such ratios or not report their positions, they do so with the knowledge that they will not fall into the safe harbor and thus that their conduct may then be subject to greater scrutiny.

Similarly, FERC could create a disclosure safe harbor whereby market participants will not be prosecuted for manipulating FERC-approved tariff rules if they provide FERC and/or the pertinent market monitor advance notice of their intended trading strategy. Such disclosures could be provided nonpublicly to protect proprietary information. If upon examining such disclosures, FERC believes that such conduct is inappropriate or undesirable, FERC could implement rulemaking proceedings to change the tariff and provide

Finding Balance

There is no question that FERC has been charged with preventing manipulation in the wholesale energy markets.

However, it is unclear whether FERC’s current approach strikes the proper balance between regulatory fairness and prosecutorial deterrence. Historically FERC arguably did not have adequate authority to deter manipulative conduct and thus was not aggressive enough. However, the pendulum may have now swung too far in the other direction.

FERC should take steps to help it achieve a better balance. None of these would seriously hamper its ability to pursue truly manipulative conduct. However, they would likely alleviate the unintended effects discussed above.

Reconsider and Clarify Standards

First, FERC can and should reconsider its substantive standards.

With respect to its nontraditional definition of fraud, FERC should reconsider adopting a more traditional standard that requires some form of actual deceit or trickery. Doing so will not significantly hamper FERC from pursuing manipulative conduct, but it will provide some certainty to market participants regarding what does and does not cross the line. Alternatively, if FERC does not adopt a more-traditional common-law definition of fraud, FERC should at a minimum clarify the types of conduct it deems to improperly interfere with a well-functioning market. Given that, unlike in the securities context, FERC is still developing a body of precedent, it may be useful to
notice that going forward FERC intends to prosecute any such conduct as market manipulation.

This approach will not only provide market participants with certainty but will also help FERC identify and remedy poorly designed tariff rules. Providing such safe harbors will help define what constitutes reckless conduct sufficient to satisfy FERC’s intent requirement. If market participants fail to stay within designated safe harbors, these participants take the risk that their conduct will be deemed manipulative and that their intent may be established by their reckless failure to stay within the safe harbors or by the participants’ reckless failure to take appropriate measures to ensure appropriate market behavior when operating outside of such safe harbors.

Better Review Procedures

Second, with respect to its procedural positions, specifically its interpretation of the appropriate scope of an additional review pursuant to FPA Section 31(d)(3), FERC should strive to meet its strategic goal of “serving the American public through integrity, openness, and transparency” by promoting procedures that facially satisfy traditional notions of due process and fair play.28

Whether such openness and transparency is with the greater American public or an investigative target, it is a necessary and desirable goal. Understandably, FERC cannot be fully open and transparent with investigative targets during the entire process. However, FERC may have shifted the rules too far in its own favor and should support a more open and transparent process during the public stage of an investigation.

As FERC has suggested by pursuing cases such as Powhatan Energy Fund, just because something is not prohibited does not mean anyone can and should do it. Such is the case with respect to some of FERC’s procedural positions. Assuming for the sake of argument that FERC’s interpretation of FPA Section 31(d)(3) is permissible, it still does not mean it is the standard FERC should endorse. Allowing manipulation claims to be tested through an open, transparent, and thorough judicial process is more costly, but such costs are worth ensuring that common notions of fairness are satisfied.

CONCLUSION

While each of the changes proposed above has some associated cost, the cost of doing nothing is arguably greater. Unless it takes some action, FERC not only risks harming the very market it is charged with protecting but also risks enduring harm to its reputation as a fair and reasonable regulator.

More importantly, none of the above changes seriously risks hampering FERC’s goal of identifying, prosecuting and deterring manipulative conduct.
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